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Bosh's late jumper snaps Raptors' five-game skid
Eric Koreen,  National Post 

TORONTO • Before last night's game at the Air Canada Centre,

Dominique Wilkins, the legendary  Atlanta Hawks swingman

and the team's current TV colour commentator, rhapsodized

about teams on losing streaks.

"It starts with the best player," Wilkins told a few reporters.

"The rest of them will follow."

The Toronto Raptors, losers of five straight games before last night, were in a bad way . Chris Bosh

is their best player. And for most of last evening's game, Bosh was leading them straight to ... well,

somewhere not very  nice at all.

Just in time, though, Bosh found his shooting stroke. A baseline jumper with 2.1  seconds

remaining gave the Raptors their first lead of the fourth quarter, and a 106-105 win.

"He wanted the basketball," Raptors coach Jay  Triano said, "and we gave it to him."

If the sample size was the first 47½ minutes of the game, Bosh had not earned the ball. On a night

when his team - finally  - seemed to play  with conviction somewhat consistently , Bosh clanked

jumper after jumper. The Hawks reliably  sent a second defender at Bosh, but when the power

forward got looks at the basket, he usually  settled for jumpers and missed 13 of the 19 he tried.

And for most of the evening, he seemed sullen. Bosh became the first Raptor to surpass the

10,000-point mark with a layup in the second quarter, but he did not spare a smile or a nod when

the crowd gave him a standing ovation for the accomplishment.

Still, the Raptors got a final chance, and Bosh was there. It was unbelievable that he got that

chance in the first place.

The game's final 30 seconds were wild. With the Raptors down by  two points, Hedo Turkoglu was

fouled, but missed his second free throw. Amir Johnson, however, kept the ball alive, and Atlanta

lost the ball out of bounds.

That gave the Raptors the ball, and Bosh drilled the shot.
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"I saved him, didn't I?" Johnson mused, referring to the mercurial Turkoglu. "It was just a heads-

up play .

"I heard Turk on the line when he said [the shot] was off, so that made me jump ahead of my  guy .

When I got in front of him I got a hand on the ball, and tipped it off the other guy ."

"That's exactly  what he does," Triano said of Johnson. "He's long and he makes every  second

count. A couple seconds left to go in the game, he gets in there and battles. That possession was

obv iously  huge."

It was a play  that was pretty  reflective of the Raptors' effort. They  were far from convincing -

Toronto has now allowed a ridiculous 39 three-pointers in the last three games after Atlanta

made 11  - but there was a bit of grit. After Bosh encouraged his teammates to "look like they  care"

after a loss on Saturday  in Golden State, it was a step forward.

Toronto took part in two heated scrums for the ball under the glass in the first quarter alone,

undoubtedly  feistier than they  were during any  of the wayward streak.

It did not stop with the first quarter. In the next frame, Atlanta's Josh Smith hurled himself in

Jose Calderon's direction, nominally  going for the ball, presumably  upset about something. Smith

got up and started talking. And talking. And talking. The play  happened in front of media row, and

still nobody  could put a finger on what happened.

Calderon did not understand either. But after looking lost and lethargic at various points out

west, a little backbone was a nice sight.

"I think everyone was fed up of play ing like that," swingman Sonny  Weems said.
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